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Photo Courtesy of Meghan Thompson. Prince and 
Princess of Oertha at Selviergard 15th Anniversary Event 
May 2018. 

Words from the Baron


In June we will entertain an event. The White Stag has 
been spotted and the call goes out for hunters to 
brave the wild woods in search of this magnificent 
beast. This will be a camping event so be prepared to 
enjoy the weekend with much to do for everyone of all 
ages. Fighters; take part in the tournament to 
determine who will be the White Stag, who shall be 
the Great Bear, and who shall take to the woods to 
hunt the mythical beast. Other activities include 
enjoying the weekend with games such as kubb, and 
rock, an assortment of archery competitions, and 
more! 

In July we celebrate the reign of Skeggi and 
Kharakhan, and welcome their successors. Oerthans 
Summer Coronet and Investiture will be held in the 
lands of the Shire of Hrafnafjodr. The event will be a 
weekend long activity in Soldotna while the trip may 
be long for some of us the beauty of that and always 
amazes me. More information on this event can be 
found in this newsletter.  

Many good gentles do good works and amazing 
deeds that should be recognized. Sadly, I cannot be 
everywhere at once to witness these actions. If you 
have award recommendations please let me know 
either in writing or in person. It should be the goal of 
everybody to notice, to thank, and to acknowledge 
the diverse good works and amazing skill from people 
within not only our own Barony, but the Principality 
and the Kingdom as well.  
Happy fifteen years, Selviergard. Here is to many, 
many more.  

In service,  
Halfdan 

Tyrant of the Eagle River 
Protokurios of Selviergard 
Servant of the Crown 

Upcoming Events:

June: 

Selviergard Summer Hunt Jun. 30

July: 

Summer Coronet and Investiture Jul. 21-22

August: 

Selviergards Warlord Tourney Aug. 14

October: 

Selviergard Samhain Oct. 27

December: 

Selviergard Yule Dec. 8

Special Report: 

June Crown 2019 Will be held at the Palmer Fair Grounds in 
Oertha
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Selviergard’s 15th Anniversary Event thank you’s!


First, a BIG thank you goes out to His Excellency, Halfdan, who shared the vision of a grand 
3-day party, complete with games, party favors and cake!  Thank you to Their Highnesses, 
Skeggi and Kharakhan, for Their presence and inspiration at our celebration.  Many thanks 
to the officers of Selviergard, both new and old, who stepped up to help everyone have a 
good time, and especially to Calum, our new Constable, who accepted the heavy mantle 
and wore it well - you make service look GOOD! Thank you to the Baronial heads of our 
sister baronies, Eskalya and Winter’s Gate, your presence made our joy more complete, 
and your populace contributed to the fun!!


Court brought joys and tears, as we said goodbye to friends and family:  the families of Sir 
Kenrik/Viscountess Dagmar and Sir Duncan/Viscountess Violet will be venturing far from 
these lands, and our hearts go with them.  My brothers, I will miss crossing swords with 
you, and having your families join with mine in our mead hall!  Safe travels and may we 
meet again!


We enjoyed participating and witnessing several activities, for all comers, young and old, 
new and skilled.  Recognition to the tourney and contest winners:


	 Heavy fighting:  Sir Culann Mac Cianain


	 Rapier fighting:  Viscountess Etain O’Rourke


	 Archery:  Braun Mac Finnechand


	 Axe Throwing:  Rosalinda Lopez


	 New/Coolest Camp:  m’lord Trevor and m’lady Riley


	 Butter Making:  m’lady Izzy 


Other contests were sponsored and run by the on-going A&S Championship…winners TBA


The last round of thank you goes out to those who stayed and helped with site clean-up 
and other needful tasks:  His Excellency, Baron Halfdan (Scourge of the Susitna and 
Menace of the Matanuska) and the ladies of Thompson Hall, Margarita, Delphine and 
Rosalinda…for feeding and watering this weary but happy autocrat.


In Service to Selviergard, Oertha and The West, I remain


Viscount Master Fergus Mac Thomas 
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Photo Courtesy of Trevor Mora. Selviergard 15th 
Anniversary 2018.

Photo Courtesy of Trevor Mora. 
Selviergard 15th Anniversary Event 
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Furniture and Finishes of the Middle Ages
This past winter I began an extensive research project on period furniture and accessories, the 
goal was to not just recreate period furnishings but also how they were treated to decorate 
them. For many years I have made various perioid furnishings, one drawback to creating 
furniture for SCA use is that in the modern age we need to be able to easily transport our 
equipment to events. Back in the day servants just loaded up the wagons and off they went. 
Today we don’t have that much room and so our furniture has to be transportable in cars. 
Humans have been making chairs and tables to sit on for thousands of years, most were made 
and used on site and never traveled. As civilization progressed and the well to do required 
better and fancier furnishings to fill their manors, wood workers put their skills to the test.

The most common items of furniture in any home was a chair or bench to sit on, a table to eat at 
and a bed to sleep in, followed by Boxes and Cabinets to store things in and fancy thrones for 
the nobility to sit on. Back 20+ years ago when you looked at SCA furniture at events they 
followed a simple pattern, most were made of plywood, almost all were slotted and used round 
pegs to hold them together, this allowed the furniture to lay flat for transport. Even today you see 
this being done with all kinds of furniture, while they look nice and are functional they are not 
period in design or appearance when compared to the originals they are loosely based off. After 
looking at a great many pictures and descriptions of period furniture and studying surviving 
examples I have found that very few pieces were designed to come apart for transport, this 
required inventing construction methods that made the furniture look solid with no pegs or pins 
visible to hold them together. In order to create a more period piece that still has the ability to be 
taken apart and laid flat for transport the use of hidden internal hardware is just the thing. My 
first design using internal hardware was in building the Selviergard Baronial Thrones 15 years 
ago. These chairs were made with solid wood and pegged with wood pegs to construct, the 
hardware to attach the main components was purchased from an antique hardware dealer and 
was salvaged from furniture 150 years old and was made from flat cast iron and steel pins. The 
hardware was inlet into the wood and due to the design, the more weight applied made a 
stronger bond. Those thrones have now been in service for 15 years and are still as solid as on 
the first day, there appearance is exactly like the examples and appear to be of one-piece 
construction. By using internal hardware, we can have furniture that is much more period 
looking and you don’t have to worry about losing the pegs. 

English Throne Type Chairs 14-15th Century (Example). 
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Most surviving examples of furniture on display are from 1400 and later. Very early European 
furnishings 10th to 13th century are generally in a relic condition and archeologists have carefully 
sketched and measured the remains to recreate that object. 

The one question has always been what finishes were used. The answer I found was None, 
simple early period furniture was left bare or maybe treated with a light natural oil to preserve 
the wood. Since all of Europe was covered with dense forests, wood was abundant and always 
available, simple stools were made, used and discarded when worn or broken and a new one 
was made. The upper-class people wanted nicer and fancier wood products in their manors and 
castles.  Since they were always surrounded by wood, seeing the grain of finely stained wood 
was not as desirable, the lower classes could have all the natural looking wood they wanted but 
the wealthy wanted more.

Fancy Finishes: 

In the mid-13th century an Alchemist named Alfred the Great experimented with a chemical 
called “Aqua Fortis” or Strong Water. This was used to dissolve metals in ore with the exception 
of Gold. During his experiments he found that a 10% solution of Aqua Fortis when applied to 
wood, (Maple and Oak) that it caused the grain of the wood to darken and stand out from the 
reddish color of the softer wood causing beautiful wood grains to show up. Many artists used 
this to bring out the natural beauty of the wood, notably in musical instruments. It was also used 
to stain ivory, bone and horn.  But the rich wanted something more and the use of solid 
pigments came into use. 

Making Aqua Fortis is not difficult, it is time consuming due to the set time required to 
breakdown the metals. Using a 1-pint mason jar place 2 cups of white vinegar in jar, set aside. 
Take ½ pad of 0000 steel wool and apply a torch to it burn the steel wool until it no longer flares 
up, cool it off and place in the jar of vinegar, mix it around until covered, place lid on loosely and 
let it sit for 4-5 weeks, periodically stir it around until the steel wool has begun to dissolve into a 
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rust color liquid. When it is a dark red/black color it is ready for the next step. Now add 1 cup of 
denatured alcohol to the mix and let sit overnight.  Use a cheap brush to apply a thin coat of the 
liquid to your sanded wood, be gentle and don’t put too much on at once. When coated use a 
heat gun or torch to lightly apply heat to the wood, it will begin to darken very quickly – do not 
burn the wood. The color will depend on the type of wood used. The milking stool had more 
applied than needed and turned very dark brown, very quickly. Once the wood is dry wipe off the 
surface with a cloth and then apply a light coat of linseed oil and let soak in. once it drys wipe 
again and you are ready to use.

                                                                      

         

                       

Due to the structure of medieval society and the formation of specialized guilds each craft was a 
one item shop, Furniture makers worked the wood, and painters or Limners developed the 
pigments to be used, many painters had their own secret formula for making paint and other 
finishes. Once the furniture maker was done with the wood work, the painters took over and 
applied the selected colors. In a world of bright natural colors many of the well to do wanted 
those same colors inside their homes, this began the use of Paint to finish off wood furnishings. 

  Maple board -untreated and treated with Aqua Fortis
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Aqua Fortis in the making

Basic 3 leg milking stool

Stool after application of Aqua Fortis Solution
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During a trip to England I had just completed a tour of Battle Abbey and the Battle of Hasting 
site. We went looking around the town of Battle for a place to eat and found a very old pub that 
was open but was in the process of being remodeled. Two weeks prior the renovators were 
working and discovered a door that had been blocked off, when they entered the room it was a 
private dining room that had been sealed up in the mid-1500s still furnished with basic 
decorations and plates. I happened to speak to the owner and was introduced to one of the 
conservators working on the project. While discussing the technical details of what was being 
done, we discussed paints and stains that had been used when the room was in use. The paint 
used on the wood parts was more of a solid pigment stain than what we think of as paint. The 
nice owner then gave me a piece of wood that had been “painted” along with a color sample of 
what would be used to recover and refresh the existing finishes. After returning home I 
researched the chemical makeup of the provided sample and compared it to commercially 
available products. I found the Behar paints were a very close match chemically and found an 
exact color match with a solid pigment stain (Coffee color). I then used it to paint the 
wainscoting in my den, It looked just like the original room the sample came from.
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After using many different kinds of paints and stains I found that there were many tricks of the 
trade used by past painters to blend the right colors of pigments and a media for applying them. 
Many pieces of SCA furniture I have seen that were painted almost always had brush marks in 
the paints, this is attributed to using too thick of paint. The solid pigment stains use an oil base 
to carry the particles of pigment into the grains of the wood and create a layered effect until the 
desired color is reached. This is much easier to control than a latex based paint.

The British museum recently completed a restoration project of several rooms of furniture from 
Elizabeth I reign, after cleaning and studying the furnishings in great detail they were able to 
uncover the original finishes of these items, they then recreated the paint and color and the 
finished results are now on display to the public. As you can see Red, Blue and Green were the 
predominant colors being used with gold leaf appliqué to finish them off.

Conclusions:

Building furniture that looks period is possible, both the wood works and the finishing can be 
done with period designs and finishes. All that is required is to find a picture of the furniture you 
want and modify how it is constructed to include the hidden hardware, when done you will not 
be able to see any joints or pegs holding it together. The use of the internal hardware is not as 
practical when using plywood, plywood has thin layers pressed together and cutting an inlet for 
the hardware weakens the wood. Using solid wood is the best for this type of project and is 
period. 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page courtesy of 
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Summer Hunt Jun. 30, 2018

The Barony of Selviergard


It is once again time for a Hunt in the lands of Selviergard. The White Stag has been 
spotted so sharpen your spears as the beast of the woods can be quite ferocious and 
may waylay you in your hunt for this elusive mythical creature. Come join the 
Barony of Selviergard for a full weekend event with fighting, archery, and things to 
do for children of all ages. 
A tournament will be held to determine the White Stage and the Great Bear-both 
chosen by the populace. Afterwards, the fighters will travel into the woods to hunt the 
White Stag while keeping away from the Great Bear. In accordance with tradition and 
the theme of the event; pageantry is highly encouraged for not only the fighters but 
the participants as well. 
Arts and Sciences Competitions include: Hunting in Any Mode arts: poems/song in 
Praise of the White Stag or Hunting. Documentation, if appropriate for your entry, is 
encouraged. Other activities include: animal mask making for the youth, Kubb, and 
other outdoor activities. 
There will be camping as well as a bardic on Saturday night. Sunday will be reserved 
for archery and leisure time. 
Event site will be announced shortly. 
Event registrations: Adults $10 for members ($15 nonmember), $5 for children (up to 
age 18), family cap $30. 
Food: there will be a potluck on Saturday night. There will be no other food items 
available so please plan accordingly. Additionally, please plan on bringing your own 
potable water. 
Autocrats: Halfdan “Two Bears” Ozurson (Travis Abe-Thomas) and Astrid (Becky 
Oviatt). 
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Photos on this page courtesy of the Barony of 
Selviergard Facebook page. Selveirgard 15th 
Anniversary Event May 2018. 
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Oerthan Summer Coronet and Investiture 

Principality of Oertha


July 20-22, 2018
Come explore the Silk Road as the Great Principality in the North hosts her Coronet Tournament 
and Investiture! Throughout the weekend, enjoy such activities as Amoring, yoga, Kumihimo, 
Jewelry making, candle making, an arts and sciences display, power and more! Special activities 
will also be provided for the younger participants. 
A special activity will be provided: it will start with your site token. At seven other activity stations, 
you will relieve a token representing one of the groups belonging to Oertha that can be added to the 
site token. 
Fighters, be prepared to win roses for your consorts!
Site information: Soldotna Rodeo Grounds
Site opens at 5pm on Friday and closes 8pm on Sunday. 
The site is discretely wet, so make sure you have your period drink ware to hold any alcoholic 
beverages in. 
Event registration: Adults $15 ($20 non-member) children under 17 are $10, and the family cap is 
$50.
Special notes for the event: While it is unlikely that there will be bears attending our event (except a 
certain baron). Moose do frequent the area and bears are sometimes present during the summer in 
this area. Be sure to be bear aware. 
If you are a vendor, please contact Lord Rin McCray.
There will be camping area for mundane and periods tents. Please contact Silvia with your size 
requirements for either. 
Feast information: taste the wonders of locally raised pig and pies from along the silk road. Feast on 
Saturday will be included in the event fee. If you are a group who would like to host a fundraiser 
breakfast or lunch, please let the autocrat know. 
Autocrat: Sylvia of Thrace (Ris Notter)
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A song Written just for you!


Selviergard


Written by Mistress Rolynnda of the Azure Stone


Legends abound of a land


Where the sun never sets on the sands


When the days are long we leave our homes


In longships strong with fear unknown


To challenge the seas in Odin's hands


Long winter nights filled with tales


Of blood that was shed 'neith our sails


As we bravely fight the Saxon's might


The Irish and Scots and Romans bright,


And battle our way through Thor's mighty gails.


Chorus:


Now we're turning our bow towards Selviergard


We're homeward bound towards Selviergard


So row ye men and row ye hard


We're homeward bound towards Selviergard


Stories are told of the Trolls


That guarded this land and its gold


Rellik and Drako, Shapur and Flynx


Piasa's dragons, our history links


The present and past will meld for us all
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Oh the North breeds giants of stone


Who travel from hearth and home.


Down mountain fijords to foreign soils,


But always return with the golden spoils,


And leave our name on every tongue.


Chorus 


Now names of the great ring our halls


When the battle and plunder calls


Georg, Stephen, Soren, Ardrude,


Bjorn and Fathir, Varyag, Canute


Long as they live our homes will never fall.


Now a Northman can't live on his own


Their maids must wait back home


Katya, Heleyne, Cymidia, Etain


Valentina, Trava, Rolynnda, Shastane


Hearts that each man must carry alone.


Chorus


Our future remains in the hands
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Photo courtesy of Meghan Thompson. 
Saturday night court at Selviergard 15 yr. 
anniversary. 
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Of the brave who people our lands


Though winter storms and raging seas


We'll always return with the hero's deeds


To add to our story as poets only can


Now our banner we hoist with pride


With colors of blood and the night


Our drakkar flies with golden shields


Until we are called to Valhallas fields


Our Freehold will stand till the end of time.


Now we're turning our bow towards Selviergard


We're homeward bound towards Selviergard


So, row ye men and row ye hard


We're homeward bound towards Selviergard


So row ye men and row ye hard


We're homeward bound towards Selviergard.  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Photo courtesy of Meghan Thompson. Saturday 
night court at Selviergard 15 yr. anniversary. 

Photo Courtesy of Trevor Mora. 
Selviergard 15th Anniversary Event 
2018. 
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Photos on this page are courtesy 
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Photos on this Page are courtesy of Trevor 
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Regnum


Uther and Kara, King and Queen of the West

crown@westkingdom.org

Skeggi and Kharakhan, Prince and Princess of Oertha

oerthancoronets@westkingdom.org

Halfdan Ozurson, Baron of Selviergard

on@selviergard.westkingdom.org

Arts and Sciences:

Yuki

AandS@selviergard.westkingdom.org

Chatalaine:

Please see seneschal at gretchenmthompson@yahoo.com

Chronicler:

Delphine De Grenada

m.elizabeththompson@yahoo.com

Constable:

Collum 

ble@selviergard.westkingdom.org

Exchequer:

Edain O’Rourke

exchequer@selviergard.westkingdom.org

Gold Key:

See seneschal at gretchenmthompson@yahoo.com
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Regnum 
Hans and Helga ,King and Queen of the West 
Crown@westkingdom.org   

Uther and Kara, Crown Prince and Princess of the West 

Skeggi and Kharakhan, Prince and Princess of Oertha              
oerthancoronets@westkingdom.org   

Halfdan Ozurrson, Baron of Selviergard bar-
on@selviergard.westkingdom.org   

Officers of the Barony of Selviergard  

Arts and Sciences:  Yuki AandS@selviergard.westkingdom.org    

Chatelaine:  Nemonna Vicana (Bobbie Sampson) chate-
lain@selviergard.westkingdom.org  

Chronicler:  Delphine de Grenada (Elizabeth Thompson)   
m.elizabeththompson@yahoo.com 907-244-6545  

Constable:  Crucius     updated contact info coming consta-
ble@selviergard.westkingdom.org  

Exchequer:  Edain O’Rourke                                                    
exchequer@selviergarad.westkingdom.org 907-947-9790  

Gold Key:  Nemonna Vicana (Bobbie Sampson)  

Herald: Rin  McCray    herald@selviergard.westkingdom.org    

Marshal:  Fergus MacThomais (George Thompson)   mar-
shal@selviergard.westkingdom.org   907-440-4539  

Seneschal:  Margarita de Calvi (Gretchen Thompson) sene-
schal@selviergard.westkingdom.org 907-244-6543 

Web Minister:  Rin McCray     updated contact info coming 
constable@selviergard.westkingdom.org  
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Regnum


Herald: 

Rin McCray

herald@selviergard.westkingdom.org

Marshal:

Fergus MacThomais

marshal@selviergard.westkingdom.org

Seneschal:

Margarita de Calvi

seneschal@selviergard.westkingdom.org
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Gold Key:  Nemonna Vicana (Bobbie Sampson)  

Herald: Rin  McCray    herald@selviergard.westkingdom.org    

Marshal:  Fergus MacThomais (George Thompson)   mar-
shal@selviergard.westkingdom.org   907-440-4539  

Seneschal:  Margarita de Calvi (Gretchen Thompson) sene-
schal@selviergard.westkingdom.org 907-244-6543 

Web Minister:  Rin McCray     updated contact info coming 
constable@selviergard.westkingdom.org  

mailto:herald@selviergard.westkingdom.org
mailto:marshal@selviergard.westkingdom.org

